Moose Legion Recognition by
Medal Of Honor and Elite Ring Programs

(per COR – effective 11-1-2011)
10.2 - Personal Membership Recognition – The Moose Legion Medal of Honor
is presented to a Moose Legionnaire in recognition of attaining fifty (50)
membership units. A diamond is added to the medal when the Moose Legionnaire
attains units at levels of 150, 250, 350, 450, and 550.
The Elite Moose Legionnaire Ring is a sterling silver ring presented to a Moose
Legionnaire in recognition of attaining one hundred (100) membership units. A
diamond is added to the ring when the Moose Legionnaire attains units at levels of
200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900. A gold ring is awarded at one thousand
(1,000) membership units and a diamond added for each one hundred (100) unit
level thereafter.

Sponsors who attain the Medal of Honor receive a letter, and a special
medallion, which may be worn on the breast pocket of their degree regalia. Once a
sponsor achieves the 100-unit level they are awarded the Elite Ring. Each of these
awards are then updated as the member advances per the above recognition levels.
In addition, sponsors achieving the Medal of Honor (MOH) for the first year
are invited to the International Moose 25-Club Party at our annual convention. An
existing MOH holder who sponsors at least five Moose Legion members during a
campaign year also qualifies for this invitation.
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Further, if a Moose Legionnaire sponsor is a 25-Club Member and a Medal
of Honor Member and then qualifies in both the programs – (by sponsoring five
members in each program during the campaign) - he would then receive an
invitation that included one level higher in the seating category he would otherwise
get. It really does pay to be a sponsor and help build both the lodge and the Moose
Legion!
As members of the Degree of Service, it is our responsibility to help build
the strength of the Order. We can do it – one member at a time, by inviting
individuals to become part of the lodge and then to become eligible themselves and
advance to be a part of the program of the Moose Legion.
How close are you to achieving these levels of distinction in your
sponsorship record? Only you can make it happen - by inviting qualified lodge
brothers to advance to the Moose Legion. Please invite a qualified lodge brother to
become part of our program to support Mooseheart and Moosehaven today!
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